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Falls  
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(715) 246-4238
1-800-555-9415
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(715) 672-5008
1-800-325-6435

CONCRETE PLACING
MINNESOTA
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WISCONSIN
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CONTRACTOR SUPPLY
MINNESOTA
(651) 905-1500
1-800-829-8228

WISCONSIN
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1-800-555-9415

AGGREGATES
MINNESOTA
(651) 688-9526
1-800-325-3155

WISCONSIN
(715-246-4238
1-800-555-9415

T25SM  RHEOLOGICALLY DESIGNED CONCRETE

The Testing of T25SM

Since T25SM   concretes are self-consolidating and therefore unique when in comparison to standard 
concrete, the methods in which they are evaluated in the plastic state also need to be unique. ASTM 
has approved one test method and is in the process of developing a second specific to self-consolidating 
concrete. The following is a brief description of the two tests and why these methods are being used.

Slump Flow - ASTM:C1611

In place of slump as a descriptor of fluidity, T25  uses a slump flow, a measure of the spread resulting from 
the removal of the slump cone. The spread flow test is an indication of three items; spread, stability 
and viscosity. The ability to flow is measured by the spread of T25. The Visual Stability Index, or VSI 
is used to describe the stability or homogeneity of T25. A description of the VSI ranging from 0 - 3 
is found below. The relative viscosity of T25 is determined by measuring the time it takes to achieve a 
spread of 25 inches.

VSI = 0 - No evidence of segregation or bleeding

VSI = 1 - No evidence of segregation and slight bleeding  
  observed as a sheen on the concrete mass

VSI = 2 - A slight mortar halo < 0.5 in. (< 10 mm) and/or  
  aggregate pile in the center of the concrete mass

VSI = 3 - Clearly segregating by evidence of a large mortar  
  halo > 0.5 in. (> 10 mm) and/or a large aggregate  
  pile in the center of concrete mass   
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Static Segregation Test
T25  concretes are proportioned to be cohesive and cohesiveness is a true indicator of self-consolidating 
concrete. The static segregation test, currently under ASTM consideration, is used to measure this 
cohesiveness. Using a 26-inch column that is divided into four equal sections, concrete is placed in the 
column and allowed to stand undisturbed. After 15 minutes, the concrete top and bottom sections 
are evaluated for the amount of aggregate retained on a No. 4 sieve. Based on this analysis, the percent 
segregation is calculated. T25 is designed to have similar segregation properties as standard concrete 
mixes.  

Filling the column
segregation mold

Column segregation test
with the top section removed

Bottom section prior to
screeding and aggregate analysis
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T25 Prescription to Performance (P2P)

Using the principles of rheology, the T25 family of concretes were 
designed with performance in mind.  By focusing on placement 
techniques and the service life of the concrete, the designing of 
concrete mixtures has become a true material science.  From slab- 
on-grade construction and architectural elements to mass concrete 
and super structures, the use of T25 is endless. 

Since T25 is a performance material, its application needs to be 
evaluated so that the plastic attributes can be optimized without 
compromising the hardened properties. The following are examples 
of intended use versus plastic properties.

                                                        Visual
                                  Spread          Stability   Viscosity2            Compressive
    Application        Flow1         Index1        Sec     Durability3         Strength

 Mass Concrete,          27”               0            >2             As Required     As Required
Highly Congested
        Areas

  
  Slab on Grade      20”         0-1                   ~2                   As Required           As Required
Composite Deck
  Construction 

  Architectural                    27”                       0-1      <2        As Required      As Required
Elements, Walls
Unique Forming
   Applications

1  When tested in accordance with ASTM:C1611.
2  Time to a spread of 25 inches.
3   Cemstone recommends incorporating an air void system applicable for the intended exposure of the concrete element.

    Before specifying any T25 product, Cemstone recommends you contact Cemstone’s Engineering Services Group at 
    651-688-9292 to ensure that the correct performance is achieved.

    It should be noted that, when using T25 for vertical applications, the concrete formwork must be designed to resist the full
    fluid weight of the concrete.
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